1. Introduction {#s1}
===============

The ability to extract temporal information from an acoustic signal is important for processing human speech (Denes, [@B11]), discriminating species-specific communication calls (Pollack and Hoy, [@B70]), localizing sounds (Knudsen and Konishi, [@B50]; Carr and Konishi, [@B5]), and echolocation by bats (Simmons, [@B80], [@B81]; Suga and O\'Neill, [@B85]; O\'Neill and Suga, [@B64]). Neurons with spiking responses selective for signal duration, known as duration-tuned neurons (DTNs), provide one neural mechanism for encoding temporal information. DTNs have been observed across a variety of vertebrate species and taxa including frogs (Potter, [@B75]; Gooler and Feng, [@B26]; Leary et al., [@B52]), chinchillas (Chen, [@B8]), guinea pigs (Wang et al., [@B94]), mice (Brand et al., [@B3]; Xia et al., [@B101]; Tan and Borst, [@B87]), rats (Pérez-González et al., [@B67]), cats (He et al., [@B31]), and bats (Jen and Schlegel, [@B39]; Pinheiro et al., [@B68]; Casseday et al., [@B6]; Ehrlich et al., [@B13]; Fuzessery and Hall, [@B24]; Faure et al., [@B15]; Mora and Kössl, [@B62]; Luo et al., [@B59]). Because DTNs have also been found in the visual cortex of cats (Duysens et al., [@B12]), this suggests that neural mechanisms of duration selectivity may be similar across sensory modalities. The physiological response properties and underlying neural mechanisms of auditory DTNs have been studied most extensively in echolocating bats. The biological function(s) of DTNs to hearing is(are) unknown; however, the range of neural best durations (BD) within a species (BD = stimulus duration that causes maximum spiking) correlates with the range of vocalization durations of species-specific communication sounds in non-echolocating vertebrates and with biosonar pulse durations in echolocating bats (for reviews, see Sayegh et al., [@B78]; Jen et al., [@B43]).

Duration tuning in the mammalian inferior colliculus (IC) is hypothesized to arise from the convergence and temporal interaction of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs arriving at the neuron (Casseday et al., [@B6], [@B7]; Covey et al., [@B9]; Faure et al., [@B15]; Aubie et al., [@B1]). Biologically plausible computational models of DTNs support the hypothesis that neural mechanisms of duration selectivity may be shared across vertebrates (Aubie et al., [@B2]). A number of studies have demonstrated that neural inhibition is necessary for creating DTNs in the IC. For example, focal application of GABA~A~ and/or glycine receptor antagonists have been shown to greatly diminish and/or eliminate the spiking responses of DTNs (Fuzessery and Hall, [@B24]; Jen and Feng, [@B38]), with the blocking of GABA~A~ receptors having the greatest effect on temporal tuning and duration selectivity (Casseday et al., [@B7]). Whole-cell intracellular patch clamp recordings (Covey et al., [@B9]; Tan and Borst, [@B87]; Leary et al., [@B52]) and/or single-unit extracellular recordings combined with paired tone stimulation (Faure et al., [@B15]) have revealed that inhibitory inputs to DTNs usually precede excitatory inputs, and that the inhibition lasts from 5 to 150 ms after stimulus offset. Hence, DTNs receive inhibition that leads excitation. This inhibition also persists for as long or longer than the duration of the stimulus that evoked it. We know that inhibition occurs in some types of IC neurons that are not tuned to stimulus duration (Faingold et al., [@B14]; Pollak and Park, [@B73]; Torterolo et al., [@B90]; Kuwada et al., [@B51]; Pedemonte et al., [@B66]; Klug et al., [@B48]), and in these cells inhibition can persist for as long as 100 ms after stimulus offset (Yin, [@B102]; Covey et al., [@B9]; Litovsky and Delgutte, [@B54]). Owing to the importance of inhibition in creating the temporal tuning profile and response properties of DTNs, we hypothesized that the leading and persistent inhibition evoked by each signal in a paired tone stimulus could temporally interact and sum, resulting in DTNs exhibiting longer recovery cycle times than non-DTNs. Herein we test this hypothesis.

The recovery time of an evoked neural response can be measured with paired pulse stimulation (Grinnell, [@B28]). Often the stimulus is a pair of equal amplitude pure tones set to the cell\'s characteristic or best excitatory frequency (BEF) and presented at varying interpulse intervals (IPIs). Some studies have used pairs of acoustic clicks presented at varying interstimulus delays (Fitzpatrick et al., [@B17]; Litovsky and Yin, [@B55]; Litovsky and Delgutte, [@B54]), while others have used pairs of frequency modulated (FM) sweeps or variable amplitude tones to mimic the loud outgoing vocalizations and faint returning echoes used for echolocation by bats (Grinnell, [@B28]; Suga, [@B84]; Friend et al., [@B22]; Pollak et al., [@B71],[@B72]; Lu et al., [@B58]; Wang et al., [@B95]). A cell\'s recovery time is measured by determining the minimum IPI required for the spiking response evoked by the second stimulus (R2) to recover within a specified level of the spiking response evoked by the first stimulus (R1). The most common and unbiased criterion for measuring recovery time is to report the IPI where the R2/R1 ratio is ≥0.5. Note that this measure is normally based enitrely on spike counts. To the best of our knowledge, no previous study has measured neural recovery times with a spike latency criterion.

Previous studies in bats reported that spike count recovery cycle times of IC neurons are highly variable, ranging anywhere from 4 to 200 ms (Suga, [@B84]; Friend et al., [@B22]; Suga and Schlegel, [@B86]; Pollak et al., [@B71]; Lu et al., [@B58]; Tang et al., [@B89]). The recovery cycle times of many DTNs are shortest when the pulse and echo durations are set to the cell\'s BD and presented at biologically relevant pulse-echo amplitude differences (Wang et al., [@B96], [@B95]). The frequency selectivity of DTNs has also been reported to sharpen when the pulse and echo are presented at BD (Wu and Jen, [@B99]). These findings suggest that the responses of DTNs may be specialized for processing loud outgoing echolocation pulses and fainter returning echos. Because DTNs are found in both echolocating and non-echolocating mammals, the ability to echolocate cannot be a prerequisite for the evolution of auditory duration selectivity (Sayegh et al., [@B78]). Nevertheless, this does not preclude a more specialized functional role for DTNs in hearing and echolocation by bats.

Recovery cycle times also provide a way to observe the effects of synaptic inhibition to a neuron. Application of bicucculine, a GABA~A~ receptor antagonist, has been shown to shorten the recovery times of IC neurons (Lu et al., [@B58]; Zhou and Jen, [@B104]), suggesting that inhibitory inputs control the minimum time needed for response recovery. In this study, we measured and compared the recovery cycle times of DTNs and non-DTNs using both spike count and spike latency measures as a way to further our understanding about the strength and time course of the leading and persistent inhibition that is responsible for the creation of auditory midbrain microcircuits sensitive to temporal acoustic features.

2. Methods {#s2}
==========

2.1. Surgical procedures
------------------------

Electrophysiological data were obtained from 33 adult big brown bats (*Eptesicus fuscus*) of both sexes that were housed in a husbandry facility where colony temperature and lighting varied according to ambient conditions (Faure et al., [@B16]). To facilitate multiple recordings and to precisely replicate the position of the bat\'s head between sessions, a stainless steel post was glued to the skull. Prior to the head-posting surgery, bats were given a subcutaneous injection of buprenorphine (0.03 mL; 1:9 mixture of 0.3 mg/mL Temgesic and sterile water; 0.045 mg/kg). For the surgery, bats were first placed in an anesthesia induction chamber (12 × 10 × 10 cm) where they inhaled a 1--5% isofluorane:oxygen gaseous mixture (flow rate: 1 L/min). Anesthetized bats were then placed in a foam-lined body restraint within a stereotaxic alignment system (David Kopf Instruments Model 1900) fitted with a custom mask for gas inhalation. The hair covering the skull was shaved and the underlying skin was swabbed with Betadine® disinfectant. Local anesthetic (0.2 mL bupivicaine; 5 mg/mL) was injected subcutaneously prior to making a midline incision in the scalp. The temporal muscles were reflected, the skull was scraped clean and swabbed with 70% ethanol, and a post was glued to the skull overlying the cortex with cyanoacrylate adhesive (Henkel Loctite Corporation) cured with liquid acrylic hardener (Zipkicker; Pacer Technology®). A chlorided silver wire, attached to the head post, was placed under the temporal muscles and served as the reference electrode. Recordings began 1--4 days after surgery. Each bat was used in 1--8 sessions lasting ca. 4--8 h each on separate days. Recordings were terminated if a bat showed signs of discomfort (e.g., struggling body movements). Between sessions, the electrode penetration site was covered with a piece of contact lens and Gelfoam® coated in Polysporin®. Bats were housed individually in a temperature- and humidity-controlled room and were given *ad libitum* access to food and water. All procedures were approved by the McMaster University Animal Research Ethics Board and were in accordance with the Canadian Council on Animal Care.

2.2. Electrophysiological recordings
------------------------------------

Recordings were conducted inside a double-walled, sound attenuating booth with electrical shielding (Industrial Acoustics Co., Inc.). Prior to recording, each bat was given a subcutaneous injection of a neuroleptic (0.3 mL; 1:1 mixture of 0.05 mg/mL fentanyl citrate and 2.5 mg/mL Inapsine \[droperidol\]; 19.1 mg/kg). Bats were then placed in a foam-lined body restraint that was suspended by springs within a small animal stereotaxic frame that was customized for bats (ASI Instruments) and mounted atop of an air vibration table (TMC Micro-G). The bat\'s head was immobilized by securing the headpost to a stainless steel rod attached to a manipulator (ASI Instruments) mounted on the stereotaxic frame. The dorsal surface of the IC was exposed for recording by making a small hole in the skull and dura mater with a scalpel. Single-unit extracellular recordings were made with thin-wall borosilicate glass microelectrodes with a capillary filament (o.d. = 1.2 mm; A-M Systems, Inc.) and filled with 3 M NaCl. Typical electrode resistances ranged from 10 to 30 MΩ. Electrodes were positioned over the dorsal surface of the IC with manual manipulators (ASI Instruments), and advanced into the brain with a stepping hydraulic micropositioner (David Kopf Instruments Model 2650). Action potentials were recorded with a Neuroprobe amplifier (A-M Systems Model 1600) whose 10× output was bandpass filtered and further amplified (500--1000×) by a Tucker Davis Technologies spike pre-conditioner (TDT PC1; lowpass *f*~*c*~ = 7 kHz; high-pass *f*~*c*~ = 300 Hz). Spike times were logged on a computer by passing the PC1 output to a spike discriminator (TDT SD1) and then an event timer (TDT ET1) synchronized to a timing generator (TDT TG6). Electrodes were visually aimed at the dorsal surface of the IC and all recordings are assumed to be from the central nucleus of the IC (ICc).

2.3. Stimulus generation and data collection
--------------------------------------------

Stimulus generation and on-line data collection were controlled with custom software that displayed spike times as dot raster displays ordered by the acoustic parameter that was randomized during unit testing (see Faure et al., [@B15]). Briefly, pure tone pulses were digitally generated with a two-channel array processor (TDT Apos II; 357 kHz sampling rate) optically interfaced to two digital-to-analog (D/A) converters (TDT DA3-2) whose individual outputs were fed to a low-pass anti-aliasing filter (TDT FT6-2; *f*~*c*~ = 120 kHz), two programmable attenuators (TDT PA5) and two signal mixers (TDT SM5) with equal weighting. The output of each mixer was fed to a manual attenuator (Leader LAT-45) before final amplification (Krohn-Hite Model 7500). All stimuli were presented monaurally, contralateral to the IC being recorded, using a Brüel & Kjær (B&K) $\frac{1}{4}$ inch condenser microphone (Type 4939; protective grid on) modified for use as a loudspeaker with a transmitting adaptor (B&K Type UA-9020) to correct for non-linearities in the transfer function (Frederiksen, [@B20]). The loudspeaker was positioned ca. 1 mm in front of the external auditory meatus. The output of each speaker, measured with a B&K Type 4138 $\frac{1}{8}$ inch condenser microphone (90° incidence; grid off) connected to a measuring amplifier (B&K Type 2606) and bandpass filter (K-H Model 3500), was quantified with a sound calibrator (B&K Type 4231) and expressed in decibels sound pressure level (dB SPL re 20 μPa) equivalent to the peak amplitude of continuous tones of the same frequency (Stapells et al., [@B83]). The loudspeaker transfer functions were flat ±6 dB from 28--118 kHz, and there was at least 30 dB attenuation at the ear opposite the source (Ehrlich et al., [@B13]). All stimuli had rise/fall times of 0.4 or 0.5 ms shaped with a square cosine function and were presented at a trial stimulation rate of 3 Hz.

Single units were found by searching with short duration pure tones and/or downward FM sweeps. Upon unit isolation, we determined the cell\'s BEF, acoustic threshold, first-spike latency (FSL) and last-spike latency (LSL) re signal onset, and for DTNs we also determined the BD and duration-selective response class (i.e., shortpass, bandpass or longpass DTNs; see Faure et al., [@B15]; Fremouw et al., [@B21]). In all cases, neural response parameters were determined by systematically varying the frequency, attenuation, or duration of the stimulus in blocks, with 10--20 stimulus repetitions per randomized step in each block. Following the paired tone stimulation paradigm of Faure et al. ([@B15]), we presented cells with pairs of BEF tone pulses. The onset of the first pulse (P1) was fixed in time relative to the onset of recording; the onset of the second pulse (P2) was systematically varied. The stimulus IPI was defined as the time between the onset of P1 and the onset of P2. For DTNs the durations of P1 and P2 were set to the cell\'s BD, whereas for non-DTNs the paired tone duration was randomly chosen from 1--9 ms. Because P1 and P2 were matched in stimulus frequency, duration, amplitude, and phase at all IPIs presented, whenever the two tones temporally overlapped they summed to form a single composite tone with a +6 dB amplitude pedestal, the duration of which was determined by the amount of overlap.

2.4. Measuring recovery times
-----------------------------

We tested 73 IC neurons with paired tone stimulation and generated 132 data files: 59 cells were tested at both +10 dB and +20 dB above threshold (118 files), and 14 cells were tested at only +10 dB above threshold. The IPI between P1 and P2 was randomly varied, typically in 2 ms steps (115 of 132 files; 87%); however, two files used 1 ms steps, 1 file used 2.5 ms steps, 1 file used 4 ms steps, and 13 files used 5 ms steps.

### 2.4.1. Baseline data and windowing responses

For each file, we measured the baseline FSL and baseline LSL in response to tone P1 for the 10 trials with the longest IPIs. We did this to minimize the influence of tone P2 on the measurement of the Baseline Response R1 re P1 (see Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We used 20 stimulus repetitions at each IPI to calculate a mean ± standard deviation (SD) FSL and LSL (re P1). We then averaged the 10 means and 10 SDs to calculate a grand mean ± average SD baseline FSL and baseline LSL (re P1) for each file. The baseline FSL and baseline LSL were used to define the P1 and P2 analysis windows. The P1 analysis window started at the onset of P1 + baseline FSL −2 SDs and ended at the onset of P1 + baseline LSL +2 SDs. The P2 analysis window started at the onset of P2 + baseline FSL −2 SDs and ended at the onset of P2 + baseline LSL +2 SDs. Spikes were assumed to be evoked by P1 if they fell into the P1 analysis window, and spikes were assumed to be evoked by P2 if they fell into the P2 analysis window. For trials where the IPI was small and the P1 and P2 analysis windows overlapped---when the onset of P1 + baseline LSL +2 SDs was \> the onset of P2 + baseline FSL −2 SDs, thus making it difficult to confidently assign spikes as being evoked by either P1 or P2---we used a single, combined analysis window to measure the evoked response. The combined analysis window started from the onset of P1 + baseline FSL −2 SDs and ended at the onset of P2 + baseline LSL +2 SDs.

![**Measuring recovery cycle times of IC neurons. (A)** Dot raster display of an *in vivo* shortpass DTN in response to paired tone stimulation at varying IPIs. The *red bars* represent the onset, duration, and offset of the first tone pulse (P1), and the *blue bars* represent the onset, duration, and offset of the second tone pulse (P2). Stimuli P1 and P2 were set to the cell\'s BEF and, if duration-tuned, BD. The timing of action potentials are illustrated as *black dots*. We calculated the mean ± SD baseline FSL and baseline LSL in response to P1 over the 10 longest IPIs from the onset of P1 to the onset of P2. Baseline latencies were used to define the P1 and P2 analysis windows (*gray regions*) used for assigning spikes as being evoked by stimulus P1 or P2, and for calculating the Baseline Response R1. The P1 analysis window began at the onset of P1 + baseline FSL − 2 SDs and ended at the onset of P1 + mean LSL + 2 SDs (re P1). The P2 analysis window began at the onset of P2 + baseline FSL − 2 SDs and ended at the onset of P2 + mean LSL + 2 SDs (re P2), and was used to measure the responses evoked by P2 (Response R2). For trials where the P1 and P2 analysis windows overlapped, a single analysis window was defined starting from the onset of P1 + baseline FSL − 2 SDs and ending at the onset of P2 + baseline LSL + 2 SDs. **(B)** Recovery times measured with spike count. The ordinate shows the spike count ratio of response (R2/Baseline R1) as a function of stimulus IPI. The *dotted line* at 0.5 represents the 50% spike count recovery threshold. The asterisk (\*) at 12 ms illustrates the recovery time of the cell determined with the short-to-long method, and the dagger (†) at 40 ms represents the recovery time of the same cell determined with the long-to-short method. **(C,D)** Recovery times measured with spike latency. The *red line with closed symbols* represents spike latency (re P1), and the *blue line with open symbols* represents spike latency (re P2). The *dotted lines* represent ± 1 SD relative to the mean baseline FSL or baseline LSL (see **A**). **(C)** Mean FSL (re P1 and P2) as a function of IPI. The asterisk (\*) at 70 ms illustrates the FSL recovery time measured with the short-to-long method, and the dagger (†) at 70 ms represents the FSL recovery time of the same cell determined with the long-to-short method. **(D)** Mean LSL (re P1 and P2) as a function of IPI. The asterisk (\*) at 16 ms illustrates the LSL recovery time of the cell measured with the short-to-long method, and the dagger (†) at 40 ms represents the LSL recovery time of the same cell determined with the long-to-short method. In this example, FSL took longer to recover than LSL. MU044.04.09: BEF, 47 kHz; BD, 2 ms; threshold, 33.5 dB SPL; amplitude +20 dB re threshold; 20 repetitions per IPI step.](fncir-06-00056-g0001){#F1}

### 2.4.2. Spike count recovery

We used the P1 and P2 analysis windows (described above) to count spikes and measure spike latencies evoked by tones P1 and P2, respectively, and to calculate the response criteria for measuring recovery cycle times. We did this so that evoked responses were compared with equal duration analysis windows. Assuming spike latencies are normally distributed, then at 2 SDs wide the P1 and P2 analysis windows should capture ≥95% of evoked responses. The P1 analysis window was used to measure the Baseline spiking Response R1 evoked by tone P1. The P2 analysis window was used to measure the spiking Response R2 evoked by tone P2 (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). At each IPI, we calculated a R2/Baseline R1 ratio of response (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The R2 spike count was defined as having "recovered" when this ratio was ≥0.5---that is, when the spike count evoked by P2 recovered to within 50% of the baseline spike count evoked by P1. For trials where the IPI was small and the P1 and P2 analysis windows overlapped, the spike count ratio of response was calculated by first counting the number of spikes that fell into the combined P1 + P2 analysis window and then subtracting the Baseline Response R1 spike count before dividing this value by the Baseline Response R1 spike count, which is similar to the method used by Suga ([@B84]) to deal with response overlap.

Some cells showed variation (ringing) in their spike count ratio of response function, so we developed two algorithms to measure recovery times from the functions. The algorithms assess response recovery starting from different ends of the function (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The *short-to-long method* assesses the function starting from the shortest IPIs on the left and moving toward the longest IPIs on the right. Using this technique, the recovery time of a cell was defined as the smallest IPI where the ratio of response function crossed and remained ≥0.5 for at least two consecutive IPIs (see ^\*^ in Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In a small subset of files (9/132, 6.8%), we observed a brief facilitation in the ratio of response function at short IPIs, followed by a decrease below 0.5 at intermediate IPIs, and then an increase above 0.5 at longer IPIs (e.g., Figures [6C,D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). For these files, the recovery time was defined as the smallest IPI where the spike count ratio of response function remained ≥0.5 for most of the remaining points at longer IPIs (based on visual inspection by 2 observers), which is similar to the method used by Fitzpatrick et al. ([@B17]). The *long-to-short method* assesses the spike count recovery function starting from the longest IPIs on the right and moving toward the shortest IPIs on the left. With this technique the recovery time of a cell was defined as the largest IPI where the spike count ratio of response function was ≥0.5 if at least two consecutive data points at smaller IPIs were \<0.5 (see † in Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), or if most data points at shorter IPIs remained below 0.5 (based on visual inspection by 2 observers).

### 2.4.3. Spike latency recovery

In most data files we noticed an increase in the FSL or LSL (or both) of the evoked response (re P2) at short IPIs, and then a return to baseline R1 latencies at longer IPIs (e.g., Figures [1C,D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We used this latency change as an alternative method for determining the recovery times of IC neurons. Using the Baseline Response R1 FSL and LSL data (re P1) for each file, we measured response recovery with spike latencies using a ±1 SD criterion. We then employed similar short-to-long and long-to-short analysis algorithms to measure spike latency recovery times. The *short-to-long method* starts with the shortest IPI on the left where the R2 latency had increased to \>1 SD above the Baseline Response R1 latency, and moving right it selects the shortest subsequent IPI where the R2 latency returns and remains within 1 SD of baseline for at least two consecutive IPIs (see ^\*^ in Figures [1C,D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The *long-to-short method* starts from the longest IPI on the right and moving left it determines the shortest subsequent IPI where the R2 latency falls within 1 SD of baseline if at least two consecutive points at shorter IPIs were \>1 SD of baseline (see † in Figures [1C,D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). A number of data files did not show a ±1 SD change in FSL (8/132, 6.1%) or LSL (56/132, 42.4%), and for these cases it was not possible to measure a spike latency recovery time.

2.5. Data analysis
------------------

Unless stated otherwise, all data are reported as the mean ± standard error (SE). Parameter correlations were calculated with linear regression in Python (SciPy module) and relationships are reported as the coefficient of determination (*R*^2^ and *p*-values). Unless explicitly testing for factor effects, we grouped recovery time values across cell types (bandpass, shortpass, allpass) at both +10 dB and +20 dB (re threshold). We used the linear and non-linear mixed-effects models analysis-of-variance (ANOVA) package written in R to test for effects of cell type, analysis method, and relative amplitude on recovery cycle times, FSLs, and LSLs, with cell type and relative amplitude as fixed factors and cell ID as a random factor (Pinheiro and Bates, [@B69]).

3. Results {#s3}
==========

3.1. Response properties
------------------------

DTNs can be categorized into one of three response classes based on the shape of the duration tuning function (Sayegh et al., [@B78]). Bandpass DTNs respond maximally at BD, with spike counts that eventually fall to ≤50% of the maximum at durations both longer and shorter than BD. Shortpass DTNs also respond maximally at BD, with spike counts that eventually fall to ≤50% of the maximum at durations longer than BD but not shorter. The spiking responses of shortpass and bandpass DTNs are typically transient and offset-evoked, with FSL (re stimulus onset) increasing with stimulus duration (Faure et al., [@B15]). Longpass DTNs do not have a BD; instead, they respond only when the stimulus duration exceeds some minimum duration (Faure et al., [@B15]; Aubie et al., [@B1]; Sayegh et al., [@B78]). Longpass DTNs differ from typical sensory neurons in that they do not show a decrease in FSL with increasing stimulus amplitude that is typical of neurons that integrate stimulus energy (Brand et al., [@B3]; Faure et al., [@B15]; Pérez-González et al., [@B67]). Longpass DTNs were not used in this report. By definition, allpass neurons are not duration-selective and therefore do not have a BD. Allpass neurons spike in response to all signal durations that contain sufficient stimulus energy. The response pattern of allpass neurons can be transient or sustained, with spikes typically occurring at a constant (onset-evoked) FSL re stimulus onset.

We obtained single unit extracellular recordings from 73 IC neurons. Of these, 16 (22%) were shortpass DTNs, 18 (25%) were bandpass DTNs, and 39 (53%) were not duration-selective (i.e., allpass neurons). Recovery times were determined at +10 dB for all cells and at +20 dB re threshold for 59 cells (14 shortpass, 13 bandpass, and 32 allpass).

Traveling dorsal to ventral in direction, the BEF of cells systematically increased as the depth of the recording electrode was advanced into the IC (*R*^2^=0.57, *p* « 0.001; data not shown). This tonotopic relationship held true within all cell types and response classes (allpass *R*^2^ = 0.65, *p* « 0.001; shortpass *R*^2^ = 0.56, *p* « 0.001; and bandpass *R*^2^ = 0.41, *p* \< 0.001). There was no correlation between neuronal BD and electrode depth (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), but there was a significant negative correlation between BD and BEF (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). There was also no correlation between BEF and the mean baseline spike count at +10 dB (*R*^2^ = 0.030, *p* = 0.15), but at +20 dB (re threshold) there was a weak, positive correlation (*R*^2^ = 0.068, *p* = 0.046).

![**Temporal tuning and spatial topography or tonotopy in the IC. (A)** There was no correlation between neuronal BD and the depth of the recording electrode (*R*^2^ = 0.070, *p* = 0.13). Note the broken abscissa. **(B)** There was a negative correlation between neuronal BD and BEF (*R*^2^ = 0.20, *p* = 0.0081).](fncir-06-00056-g0002){#F2}

We measured the average spike latency (re stimulus onset) at each level above threshold (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) and found that FSL (*F* = 2.12, *p* = 0.13) and LSL (*F* = 0.17, *p* = 0.84) did not vary as a function of response class. Mean FSLs decreased with a +10 dB increase in stimulus amplitude (*F* = 7.46, *p* = 0.0084), but there was no change in LSL (*F* = 0.0016, *p* = 0.97). Neurons with higher BEFs had shorter FSLs (Figures [3A,B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). There was also a negative correlation between BEF and LSL (Figures [3C,D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Neurons with longer FSLs (but not LSLs) were distributed more dorsally in the IC at shallower electrode depths (data not shown).

###### 

**Mean ± SE first- and last-spike latency as a function of cell type and level above threshold**.

  **Cell type**             ***n***   **Spike latency (ms) +10 dB**   ***n***   **Spike latency (ms) +20 dB**
  ------------------------- --------- ------------------------------- --------- -------------------------------
  **FIRST-SPIKE LATENCY**                                                       
  Allpass                   39        15.42 ± 0.98                    32        13.20 ± 0.96
  Bandpass                  18        18.33 ± 1.30                    13        16.86 ± 1.28
  Shortpass                 16        14.32 ± 1.57                    14        12.76 ± 1.24
  **LAST-SPIKE LATENCY**                                                        
  Allpass                   39        20.37 ± 1.43                    32        18.42 ± 1.58
  Bandpass                  18        21.34 ± 1.75                    13        20.71 ± 1.79
  Shortpass                 16        19.57 ± 2.49                    14        16.00 ± 2.08

The average baseline R1 latency at +10 and +20 dB (re threshold) was used as the input for each cell.

![**Spike latency and tonotopy in the IC. (A,B)** First-spike latency as a function of BEF. Neurons with lower BEFs had longer average FSLs at both **(A)** +10 dB (*R*^2^ = 0.18, *p* = 0.00019) and **(B)** +20 dB (*R*^2^ = 0.21, *p* = 0.00031) re threshold. **(C,D)** Last-spike Latency as a function of BEF. Neurons with lower BEFs had longer average LSLs at both **(C)** +10 dB (*R*^2^ = 0.087, *p* = 0.011) and **(D)** +20 dB (*R*^2^ = 0.070, *p* = 0.044) re threshold.](fncir-06-00056-g0003){#F3}

3.2. Recovery cycle times
-------------------------

Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the response characteristics of a bandpass DTN to presentations of variable duration BEF tones (Figures [4A,B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and to pairs of BEF and BD tones varied in IPI (Figures [4C,D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This cell responded to 24 kHz tone durations between 1 and 8 ms, with a maximum of ca. 2 spikes per stimulus at a BD of 4 ms. Because the cell\'s FSL increased with stimulus duration it was characterized as offset responding. When stimulated with pairs of BD tones that were randomly varied in IPI, spike counts in response to tone P2 became suppressed (Figure [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and the spike latency (both FSL and LSL) was delayed at short IPIs (Figures [4E,F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Evidence that neural inhibition alters the responses can be seen in Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"} during and following the period of response overlap. At an IPI of 2 ms, the leading inhibition evoked by each stimulus sums and this appears to lengthen the cell\'s FSL without drastically altering its spike count. At IPIs from 4 to ca. 36 ms, the persistent inhibition evoked by P1 appears to interact with the leading inhibition evoked by P2 and this suppresses the spike count and delays the FSL of the response evoked by P2. Eventually, the spike count and latencies recover to within baseline values, although subtle effects of persistent inhibition can still be observed at long IPIs because the mean FSL (re P2) does not begin to overlap the mean FSL (re P1) until an IPI of 76 ms. Indeed, for this cell it is clear that FSL takes longer to recover than LSL. The recovery time of the cell, as determined from the spike count ratio of response function, was similar for the short-to-long (42 ms) and long-to-short (38 ms) analysis methods. The recovery time of the cell, as determined from the FSL function (re P2), returned to within 1 SD of baseline at 56 ms using both the short-to-long and long-to-short methods (Figure [4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The recovery time of the cell, as determined from LSL function (re P2), returned to within 1 SD of baseline at 20 ms using both methods (Figure [4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Response and recovery in a bandpass DTN. (A)** Dot raster display of spiking in a bandpass DTN in response to variable duration BEF tones. **(B)** Mean ± SE spikes per stimulus as a function of stimulus duration. This cell had a BD of 4 ms. **(C)** Dot raster display illustrating spiking in response to pairs of BD tones presented at variable IPIs. The *shaded gray regions* illustrate the customized P1 and P2 analysis windows bounded by ±2 SDs from the baseline FSL and baseline LSL of the cell (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). **(D)** Spike count ratio of response as a function of IPI. Evoked spiking in response to P2 recovers to within 50% of baseline (*dotted line*) in response to P1 at 42 ms using the short-to-long method (\*), and at 38 ms using the long-to-short method (†). **(E)** Mean FSL and **(F)** mean LSL as a function of IPI for responses evoked by P1 (red closed symbols) and P2 (blue open symbols). **(E)** The cell\'s FSL (re P2) returns to within 1 SD of baseline at 56 ms using both the short-to-long and long-to-short methods, whereas **(F)** the LSL (re P2) returns to within 1 SD of baseline at 20 ms using both the short-to-long and long-to-short methods. Latencies determined after windowing responses with the cell-specific P1 and P2 analysis windows. *Dotted lines* represent ±1 SD relative to baseline latency (re P1). Missing values represent IPIs where no spikes fell into the analysis window. **(A,B)** MU036.01.06: BEF, 24 kHz; threshold, 27 dB SPL; amplitude +20 dB re threshold; 15 repetitions per stimulus. **(C--F)** MU036.01.31: BEF, 24 kHz; threshold, 27 dB SPL; amplitude +20 dB re threshold; 20 repetitions per IPI step.](fncir-06-00056-g0004){#F4}

Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the response characteristics of a shortpass DTN to presentations of variable duration BEF tones (Figures [5A,B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) and to pairs of BEF and BD tones varied in IPI (Figures [5C,D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). This cell responded to 38 kHz tone durations between 1 and 4 ms, with a maximum of ca. 1.9 spikes per stimulus at a BD of 2 ms. The FSL of the cell also increased with stimulus duration and followed stimulus offset. When stimulated with pairs of BD tones that were randomly varied in IPI, the spike count in response to tone P2 became suppressed (Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) and both the FSL and LSL were delayed at short IPIs (Figures [5E,F](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Eventually, the spike count and latencies recovered to within baseline values. The effect of neural inhibition can be seen in Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"} during and following the period of response overlap. At an IPI of 2 ms, when the paired BD stimulus was effectively a single 4 ms tone with a brief amplitude modulation at its midpoint (caused by the fall-and-rise times of each stimulus), the leading inhibition evoked by each stimulus sums and this appears to decrease the spike count and lengthen the FSL (re P2). At IPIs from 4 to ca. 40 ms, the persistent inhibition evoked by P1 appears to interact with the leading inhibition evoked by P2 and this suppresses the spike count and delays the FSL of the response evoked by P2. The recovery time of the cell, as determined from the spike count ratio of response function, was 46 ms for both the short-to-long and long-to-short analysis methods. The recovery time of the cell, as determined from the FSL function (re P2), returned to within 1 SD of baseline at an IPI of 20 ms for both analysis methods (Figure [5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The recovery time of the cell, as determined from the LSL function (re P2), returned to within 1 SD of baseline at an IPI of 14 ms with the short-to-long method, and we were unable to measure a recovery time with the long-to-short method because LSL did not deviate by \>1 SD for two consecutive IPIs (Figure [5F](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Notice again that subtle effects of persistent inhibition can be observed in the paired tone responses because the mean FSL and mean LSL (re P2) do not begin to overlap the mean FSL and mean LSL (re P1) until IPIs longer than the measured recovery times. Again, FSL takes longer to recover than LSL.

![**Response and recovery in a shortpass DTN. (A)** Dot raster display of spiking in a shortpass DTN in response to variable duration BEF tones. **(B)** Mean ± SE spikes per stimulus as a function of stimulus duration. This cell had a BD of 2 ms. **(C)** Dot raster display illustrating spiking in response to pairs of BD tones presented at variable IPIs. The *shaded gray regions* illustrate the customized P1 and P2 analysis windows bounded by ±2 SDs from the baseline FSL and baseline LSL of the cell (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). **(D)** Spike count ratio of response as a function of IPI. Spiking in response to tone P2 recovers to within 50% of baseline (*dotted line*) in response to P1 at 46 ms using both the short-to-long (\*) and long-to-short (†) method. **(E)** Mean FSL and **(F)** mean LSL as a function of IPI for responses evoked by tone P1 (red closed symbols) and tone P2 (blue open symbols). **(E)** The cell\'s FSL (re P2) returns to within 1 SD of baseline at 20 ms using both the short-to-long and long-to-short methods, whereas **(F)** the LSL (re P2) returns to within 1 SD of baseline at 14 ms using the short-to-long method. No recovery time value was obtained with the long-to-short method because there was not two consecutive IPIs where the function deviated by \>1 SD from the baseline LSL. Latencies determined after windowing spikes with the cell-specific P1 and P2 analysis windows. *Dotted lines* represent ±1 SD relative to baseline latency (re P1). Missing values represent IPIs where no spikes fell into the analysis window. **(A,B)** MU036.02.06: BEF, 38 kHz; threshold, 48 dB SPL; amplitude +20 dB re threshold; 15 repetitions per stimulus. **(C--F)** MU036.02.12: BEF, 38 kHz; threshold, 48 dB SPL; amplitude +20 dB re threshold; 20 repetitions per IPI step.](fncir-06-00056-g0005){#F5}

Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the response characteristics of an allpass neuron to presentations of 28 kHz BEF tones that were randomly varied in duration (Figures [6A,B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) and to pairs of BEF tones varied in IPI (Figures [6C,D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). For this cell, spike counts remained within 50% of the maximum response at all durations tested. Because FSL did not change with stimulus duration, the cell was characterized as onset responding. When the cell was stimulated with 3 ms tone pairs that were randomly varied in IPI (Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), a brief facilitatory response was observed at IPIs from 2 to 10 ms before the spike count (re P2) became suppressed at intermediate IPIs (Figure [6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Paired tone stimulation only slightly delayed FSLs re P2 (Figure [6E](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), and LSLs re P2 were unaffected (Figure [6F](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The recovery time of the cell, as determined from the spike count ratio of response function, was 54 ms using both the short-to-long and long-to-short analysis methods. The recovery time of the cell, as determined from the FSL function (re P2), returned to within 1 SD of baseline at an IPI of 14 ms using the short-to-long method, and at 22 ms using the long-to-short method (Figure [6E](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). We were unable to measure a recovery time with LSL because it did not deviate by \>1 SD at any IPI tested (Figure [6F](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Response and recovery in a non-DTN. (A)** Dot raster display of spiking in an allpass neuron in response to variable duration BEF tones. **(B)** Mean ± SE spikes per stimulus as a function of stimulus duration. By definition, allpass neurons do not have a BD. **(C)** Dot raster display illustrating spiking in response to pairs of 3 ms tones presented at variable IPIs. The *shaded gray regions* illustrate the customized P1 and P2 analysis windows bounded by ±2 SDs from the baseline FSL and baseline LSL of the cell (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). **(D)** Spike count ratio of response as a function of IPI. Spiking in response to tone P2 recovers to within 50% of baseline (*dotted line*) in response to P1 at 54 ms using both the short-to-long (\*) and long-to-short (†) method. **(E)** Mean FSL and **(F)** mean LSL as a function of IPI for responses evoked by tone P1 (red closed symbols) and tone P2 (blue open symbols). **(E)** The cell\'s FSL (re P2) returns to within 1 SD of baseline at 14 ms using the short-to-long method and at 22 ms using the long-to-short method, whereas **(F)** the LSL (re P2) function did not deviate by \>1 SD from baseline at any IPI, hence no recovery time value was obtained. Latencies determined after windowing spikes with the cell-specific P1 and P2 analysis windows. *Dotted lines* represent ±1 SD relative to baseline latency (re P1). **(A,B)** MU036.02.06: BEF, 38 kHz; threshold, 48 dB SPL; amplitude +20 dB re threshold; 15 repetitions per stimulus. **(C--F)** MU036.02.12: BEF, 38 kHz; threshold, 48 dB SPL; amplitude +20 dB re threshold; 20 repetitions per IPI step.](fncir-06-00056-g0006){#F6}

3.3. Recovery cycles measured with spike counts and latencies
-------------------------------------------------------------

For the majority of cells and data files (92 of 132 files; 70%), recovery cycle times measured with the short-to-long and long-to-short analysis algorithms yielded identical values. Indeed, recovery times determined with the two algorithms were highly correlated at both +10 dB (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) and +20 dB (data not shown) above threshold for spike counts (Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), FSL (Figure [7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) and LSL measures (Figure [7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Of the remaining 40 files that were not in agreement, 15 had recovery times that differed by ≤4 ms (absolute value). When the two methods for determining recovery times did not agree, the long-to-short method generally yielded longer values than the short-to-long method, as evidenced by the number of points falling above the unity lines in Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}.

![**Comparison of recovery time measures.** Each panel shows recovery times of IC neurons at +10 dB (re threshold) measured with the short-to-long (abscissa) and long-to-short (ordinate) analysis methods based on **(A)** spike count, **(B)** FSL and **(C)** LSL criteria. The two methods are in agreement when points fall along the *dotted unity line y* = *x*. Recovery times were positively correlated at +10 dB (A: *R*^2^ = 0.77, *p* « 0.001; B: *R*^2^ = 0.30, *p* « 0.001; C: *R*^2^ = 0.22, *p* = 0.0089) and at +20 dB (data not shown) above threshold. The sample size (*n*) and number of points that fall above, below (but not on) the unity line are: **(A)** *n* = 73, 14 above, 9 below; **(B)** *n* = 57, 19 above, 7 below; and **(C)** *n* = 30, 6 above, 7 below.](fncir-06-00056-g0007){#F7}

Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} lists the mean ± SE 50% spike count recovery times determined with both analysis algorithms as a function of neural response class and level above threshold. Using the short-to-long method, non-duration-selective neurons and shortpass DTNs had the shortest recovery times, and bandpass DTNs had significantly longer recovery times (short-to-long spike recovery time: *F* = 4.31, *p* = 0.017). When we analyzed the data measured with the long-to-short technique, the differences in recovery cycle times across neural response classes were no longer significant (long-to-short spike recovery time: *F* = 1.68, *p* = 0.1942); however, a statistically significant difference in recovery cycle times between neural response classes re-emerged when the data were re-analyzed using the average recovery cycle time of the short-to-long and long-to-short algorithms (average spike recovery time: *F* = 3.23, *p* = 0.046). There was no effect of tone amplitude (level above threshold) on recovery times measured with either spike count algorithm (short-to-long: *F* = 0.063, *p* = 0.80; long-to-short: *F* = 0.20 *p* = 0.65).

###### 

**Mean ± SE spike count recovery time (and range) as a function of cell type and level above threshold measured with the short-to-long and long-to-short analysis methods**.

  **Cell type**              ***n***   **Recovery time (ms) +10 dB**   ***n***   **Recovery time (ms) +20 dB**
  -------------------------- --------- ------------------------------- --------- -------------------------------
  **SHORT-TO-LONG METHOD**                                                       
  Allpass                    39        20.13 ± 2.93 (2--100)           32        17.50 ± 2.14 (0--54)
  Bandpass                   18        34.83 ± 5.82 (10--105)          13        23.54 ± 3.23 (6--42)
  Shortpass                  16        23.00 ± 3.81 (2--54)            14        18.79 ± 3.87 (2--54)
  **LONG-TO-SHORT METHOD**                                                       
  Allpass                    39        25.97 ± 4.05 (0--148)           32        20.91 ± 3.17 (0--76)
  Bandpass                   18        36.94 ± 5.64 (10--105)          13        26.15 ± 3.70 (6--44)
  Shortpass                  16        25.75 ± 4.49 (2--68)            14        20.21 ± 4.00 (2--50)

Recovery measured as the IPI where the spike count in response to P2 was ≥50% of the baseline spike count (re P1).

Tables [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#T4){ref-type="table"} list the mean ± SE spike latency recovery times as a function of neural response class and level above threshold using the short-to-long and the long-to-short analysis methods. Overall, there was no main effect of response class or tone amplitude on FSL (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}) or LSL (Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}) recovery times. Bandpass DTNs had significantly longer FSL recovery times with the long-to-short method (long-to-short FSL recovery: *F* = 3.90 *p* = 0.026). For the remainder of this paper, we present recovery times as the average of the short-to-long and long-to-short analysis algorithms for both spike counts and spike latencies unless we were unable to obtain an average, in which case the algorithm that provided a value was used.

###### 

**Mean ± SE first-spike latency (FSL) recovery time (and range) as a function of cell type and level above threshold, measured with the short-to-long and long-to-short analysis methods**.

  **Cell type**              ***n***   **Recovery time (ms) +10 dB**   ***n***   **Recovery time (ms) +20 dB**
  -------------------------- --------- ------------------------------- --------- -------------------------------
  **SHORT-TO-LONG METHOD**                                                       
  Allpass                    36        20.64 ± 2.35 (4--58)            28        17.50 ± 2.05 (5--42)
  Bandpass                   17        23.65 ± 4.26 (2--66)            13        23.08 ± 5.36 (4--68)
  Shortpass                  16        21.56 ± 3.85 (4--50)            14        26.71 ± 6.40 (4--80)
  **LONG-TO-SHORT METHOD**                                                       
  Allpass                    29        23.52 ± 2.76 (8--60)            21        23.48 ± 2.52 (8--52)
  Bandpass                   14        41.14 ± 7.35 (10--110)          11        26.00 ± 5.67 (8--64)
  Shortpass                  14        34.50 ± 5.62 (10--70)           12        33.83 ± 6.76 (6--72)

Recovery time measured as the IPI where the FSL in response to P2 returned to within 1 SD of the baseline FSL (re P1).

###### 

**Mean ± SE last-spike latency (LSL) recovery time (and range) as a function of cell type and level above threshold, measured with the short-to-long and long-to-short analysis methods**.

  **Cell type**              ***n***   **Recovery time (ms) +10 dB**   ***n***   **Recovery time (ms) +20 dB**
  -------------------------- --------- ------------------------------- --------- -------------------------------
  **SHORT-TO-LONG METHOD**                                                       
  Allpass                    20        13.65 ± 1.90 (4--45)            15        11.33 ± 2.09 (2--34)
  Bandpass                   13        18.08 ± 3.29 (2--45)            9         17.33 ± 3.46 (4--40)
  Shortpass                  9         15.33 ± 3.74 (4--42)            9         13.11 ± 1.74 (6--20)
  **LONG-TO-SHORT METHOD**                                                       
  Allpass                    15        18.40 ± 4.29 (6--58)            7         21.29 ± 5.45 (10--52)
  Bandpass                   6         42.67 ± 14.82 (12--110)         7         20.57 ± 4.31 (4--40)
  Shortpass                  9         16.44 ± 3.75 (6--42)            7         14.29 ± 4.52 (6--40)

Recovery time measured as the IPI where the LSL in response to P2 returned to within 1 SD of the baseline LSL (re P1).

Previous studies on the recovery cycle times of auditory neurons have used only spike counts as the dependent measure (Suga, [@B84]; Friend et al., [@B22]; Suga and Schlegel, [@B86]; Pollak et al., [@B72]; Lu et al., [@B58]). In our dataset, we were able to measure recovery times with a 50% change in spike count for all 132 data files at +10 dB and +20 dB (re threshold). And for a majority of cells we were able to measure recovery time with a 1 SD change in FSL (*n* = 124 files) and LSL (*n* = 75 files). Recovery times measured with a spike count criterion were positively correlated with recovery times measured with a FSL (Figures [8A,B](#F8){ref-type="fig"}) and LSL (Figures [8C,D](#F8){ref-type="fig"}) criterion at both +10 dB and +20 dB (re threshold). There was also a positive correlation between recovery times measured with a FSL and LSL criterion at +10 dB (Figure [8E](#F8){ref-type="fig"}) and +20 dB above threshold (Figure [8F](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Upon closer inspection, we found no obvious bias for recovery times measured with spike counts and FSLs because similar numbers of points fell above and below the unity lines at both levels above threshold (Figures [8A,B](#F8){ref-type="fig"}); however, recovery times measured with spike counts and FSLs tended to be longer than those measured with LSLs, as evidenced by a greater number of points falling below the unity lines in the scatterplots (Figures [8C--E](#F8){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Comparison of mean recovery times measured with spike counts and spike latencies.** Each panel shows the average recovery times of IC neurons at +10 dB (left) and +20 dB (right) re threshold. Recovery times are in agreement when points fall along the *dotted unity line y* = *x*. **(A,B)** There was a positive correlation between the mean 50% spike count and mean FSL recovery time in DTNs and non-DTNs at **(A)** +10 dB (*R*^2^ = 0.17, *p* \< 0.001) and **(B)** +20 dB (*R*^2^ = 0.21, *p* \< 0.001) re threshold. **(C,D)** There was a positive correlation between the mean spike count and mean LSL recovery time at **(C)** +10 dB (*R*^2^ = 0.28, *p* \< 0.001) and **(D)** +20 dB (*R*^2^ = 0.35, *p* \< 0.001) re threshold. **(E,F)** There was a positive correlation between FSL and LSL recovery times at **(E)** +10 dB (*R*^2^ = 0.32, *p* « 0.001) and **(F)** +20 dB (*R*^2^ = 0.41, *p* « 0.001) re threshold. The sample size (*n*) and number of points that fall above, below (but not on) the unity line are: **(A)** *n* = 69, 28 above, 39 below; **(B)** *n* = 55, 26 above, 24 below; **(C)** *n* = 42, 6 above, 35 below; **(D)** *n* = 34, 8 above, 25 below; **(E)** *n* = 42, 4 above, 25 below; and **(F)** *n* = 34, 4 above, 17 below.](fncir-06-00056-g0008){#F8}

In a further analysis we compared recovery times measured with spike counts, FSLs and LSLs but only in cells that provided values for all three measures (Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}). Using this subset of data, the positive correlation between spike count and FSL recovery times remained and became stronger (*R*^2^ = 0.27, *p* \< 0.001, *n* = 42). Measuring recovery times with a LSL criterion was a limiting factor for inclusion in this restricted subset of data, hence the correlations between spike count and LSL recovery times and between LSL and FSL recovery times were identical to those in Figures [8C--F](#F8){ref-type="fig"}. Using a repeated measures ANOVA, we found a significant main effect of the response parameter used to measure neural recovery (spike count, FSL, LSL: *F* = 15.02, *p* « 0.001). Recovery times determined with a 1 SD change in LSL were significantly shorter than recovery times measured with a 50% change in spike count or with a 1 SD change in FSL (Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}). Moreover, there was now a significant main effect of stimulus amplitude, with recovery times decreasing at the higher stimulus level above threshold (+10 dB and +20 dB: *F* = 5.28, *p* = 0.024). There was no significant interaction between any main effects (analyses not shown).

###### 

**Mean ± SE recovery times as a function of the measured recovery parameter and level above threshold**.

  **Recovery parameter**   **Recovery time (ms) +10 dB**   **Recovery time (ms) +20 dB**
  ------------------------ ------------------------------- -------------------------------
  Spike count              33.38 ± 3.83                    22.88 ± 2.30
  FSL                      25.14 ± 2.64                    21.74 ± 2.82
  LSL                      17.99 ± 2.05                    13.91 ± 1.61

Only cells with recovery times measured with all three parameters were included (n = 42: +10 dB; n = 34: +20 dB).

3.4. Recovery cycles and response properties
--------------------------------------------

At +10 dB (re threshold), stimulus duration was not correlated with recovery cycle time, regardless of cell type (data not shown), but at +20 dB there was a positive correlation between stimulus duration and the spike count recovery time (Figure [9A](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). There was no correlation between stimulus duration and FSL recovery time (Figure [9B](#F9){ref-type="fig"}) or LSL recovery time (Figure [9C](#F9){ref-type="fig"}) at either level above threshold. When allpass neurons were removed from the analysis there was still no correlation between BD and the spike count recovery cycle time at +10 dB (*R*^2^ = 0.023, *p* = 0.39, *n* = 34), and the positive correlation at +20 dB became stronger (*R*^2^ = 0.16, *p* = 0.044, *n* = 26). Neural BEFs did not correlate with spike count recovery times at either +10 dB (*R*^2^ = 0.0019, *p* = 0.72) or +20 dB (*R*^2^ = 0.0095, *p* = 0.46) above threshold (data not shown). There was also no correlation between the spike count recovery time of a cell and its baseline spike count at both +10 dB (*R*^2^ = 0.019, *p* = 0.25) and +20 dB (*R*^2^ = 0.00024, *p* = 0.91) above threshold (data not shown).

![**Mean recovery time as a function of stimulus duration at +20 dB above threshold. (A)** Average 50% spike count recovery times as a function of paired tone stimulus duration. Spike count recovery times were positively correlated with stimulus duration (*R*^2^ = 0.081, *p* = 0.029). **(B)** Average FSL and **(C)** average LSL recovery times as a function of paired tone stimulus duration. Stimulus duration was not correlated with FSL (*R*^2^ = 0.030, *p* = 0.20) or LSL recovery times (*R*^2^ = 0.012, *p* = 0.54). Spike count, FSL and LSL recovery times were also not correlated with stimulus duration at +10 dB (re threshold). For DTNs stimulus duration was set to BD, whereas for allpass neurons stimulus duration was randomly chosen between 1 and 9 ms.](fncir-06-00056-g0009){#F9}

Neurons with short FSLs typically had short spike count recovery times, and this result held true at both +10 dB (Figure [10A](#F10){ref-type="fig"}) and +20 dB above threshold (data not shown). At +10 dB (re threshold), neurons with short FSLs also had short FSL (Figure [10B](#F10){ref-type="fig"}) and LSL recovery times (Figure [10C](#F10){ref-type="fig"}), but at +20 dB (re threshold) the correlations were no longer significant (data not shown).

![**Mean recovery time as a function of FSL at +10 dB above threshold. (A)** Average 50% spike count recovery times as a function of FSL. Neurons with longer FSLs had longer spike count recovery times (*R*^2^ = 0.16, *p* \< 0.001, *n* = 73). **(B)** Average FSL and **(C)** average LSL recovery times as a function of FSL. Neurons with longer FSLs had longer FSL (*R*^2^ = 0.089, *p* = 0.013, *n* = 69) and LSL recovery times (*R*^2^ = 0.28, *p* \< 0.001, *n* = 42). Spike count recovery times were also correlated with mean FSL at +20 dB (re threshold), but there was no correlation with FSL or LSL recovery times and mean FSL at +20 dB (re threhsold).](fncir-06-00056-g0010){#F10}

4. Discussion {#s4}
=============

4.1. Recovery cycles and spike latencies
----------------------------------------

Spike counts and latencies are basic response properties commonly reported in electrophysiological papers. And while changes in both can be used to assess response features, such as the onset and duration of synaptic inhibition in DTNs (Faure et al., [@B15]) or the presence of neuromodulators in midbrain microcircuits (Hurley and Pollak, [@B36]), often studies report only a change in spike count even though numerous electrophysiological and computational papers have shown that spike latency is as (if not more) important at encoding stimulus specific and related information at all levels of the central auditory system (Middlebrooks et al., [@B61]; Klug et al., [@B49]; Brugge et al., [@B4]; Furukawa and Middlebrooks, [@B23]; Heil, [@B33]; Nelken et al., [@B63]). Fontaine and Peremans ([@B19]) argue that a spike-timing code (as opposed to a spike rate or count code) is more appropriate for processing the short duration echolocation signals emitted by bats. Neural FSLs may also be used as an alternative to spike counts/rates when rapid responses are required (Grothe and Klump, [@B29]; VanRullen et al., [@B91]), and are critical to mechanisms underlying sound localization (Joris et al., [@B45]).

In this study, we compared recovery cycle times measured with spike counts and spike latencies. We do not know which measures are more pertinent for assessing neural response recovery and/or its relevance to perception because both spike count and timing codes can be used independently to represent stimulus features (VanRullen et al., [@B91]). The relative importance, if any, will depend on which parameter(s) is(are) most important for encoding and transmitting stimulus specific information in the central nervous system. Because our analyses employed dissimilar criteria for assessing response recovery (50% spike count *versus* 1 SD latency change), the sets of results may not be directly comparable. Despite this caveat, recovery times measured with spike counts were reasonably well correlated with those measured with spike latencies (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Nevertheless, some neurons with small spike count recovery times had large spike latency recovery times (and vice versa), suggesting that some factors governing spike count recovery differ from those governing spike latency recovery. When we restricted our analysis and examined only those cells that provided recovery times with spike count, FSL and LSL, the correlations between the recovery times remained (or strengthened). Recovery times measured with LSL were significantly shorter than those measured with spike counts and FSL in the same cells (Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}). Altogether, the results suggest that spike latencies can be employed as an alternative measure of response recovery. We encourage researchers to continue developing additional analyses that exploit changes in spike latency.

Inhibition is thought to play a role in determining FSL and the duration of recovery times of central auditory neurons. Bicucculine (GABA~A~ receptor antagonist) application shortens the recovery times of most IC neurons (Lu et al., [@B58]; Zhou and Jen, [@B104]) and also shorten FSLs (Park and Pollak, [@B65]; Lu et al., [@B58]). The effect of inhibition on FSL has been disputed. It has been suggested that a reduction in FSL can be attributed to offset responding neurons changing to onset responding neurons when inhibition is removed or its effects are blocked because this causes FSL to shorten by the duration of the stimulus (Fuzessery et al., [@B25]). Intracellular recordings from the IC of the big brown bat reveal the presence of an onset-evoked hyperpolarization in the majority of units studied (Covey et al., [@B9]; Voytenko and Galazyuk, [@B92]), suggesting that onset-evoked inhibition plays a role in governing first-spike timing. In this study we found that neurons with shorter FSLs had shorter recovery times, a relationship that also exists for sound localizing neurons in the IC of the awake rabbit (Fitzpatrick et al., [@B17]). Together, these findings support the hypothesis that factors influencing the duration of recovery cycles and the timing of FSLs are related.

4.2. Effect of stimulus amplitude and BEF on FSL and recovery times
-------------------------------------------------------------------

As in previous studies, we found that FSLs of DTNs and non-DTNs in the IC of the bat decreased with increasing electrode depth (Park and Pollak, [@B65]; Fuzessery et al., [@B25]) and increasing BEFs (Haplea et al., [@B30]; Fuzessery et al., [@B25]). Neural FSLs also decreased with increasing stimulus amplitude (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}; Heil, [@B33]; Tan et al., [@B88]). We found no correlation between neuronal BEFs and spike count recovery times at either +10 dB or +20 dB (re threshold). This result differs from a previous study that found a strong negative correlation between these variables in the IC of the bat (Zhou and Jen, [@B104]). Gross electrode recordings from the bat\'s auditory brainstem revealed that stimulation with higher acoustic frequencies resulted in faster response recovery (Grinnell, [@B28]). Given that FSL is also negatively correlated with BEF (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; Haplea et al., [@B30]; Fuzessery et al., [@B25]), if a negative correlation exists between BEF and spike count recovery time then we might expect a similar correlation between FSL and spike count recovery time. In the present study, we were unable to detect a correlation between BEF and the spike count recovery time at either level above threshold. Therefore, the positive relationship that we observed between spike count recovery time and FSL cannot be explained by a covariance with BEF.

Some studies have used pairs of unequal amplitude tones to determine the recovery cycle characteristics of IC neurons. For example, Friend et al. ([@B22]) found that recovery times shortened as the intensity of stimulus P1 was decreased relative to P2. This result is consistent with the hypothesis that inhibition evoked by P1 was easier to overcome by increased excitation evoked by the relatively higher intensity P2 stimulus. Moreover, the effect of stimulus amplitude on spike count recovery times co-varies with stimulus duration (Wang et al., [@B96], [@B95]). Using gross electrode recordings in the bat brainstem in response to equal amplitude tones, Grinnell ([@B28]) reported more rapid neural recovery for stimuli of reduced intensity---a finding that is opposite to our results. In the present study, recovery times in the population of DTNs and non-DTNs remained stable over a 10 dB change in SPL in response to pairs of equal amplitude tones (Tables [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}--[4](#T4){ref-type="table"}); however, when we restricted our analysis to look only at those cells with recovery times measured with spike count and latency criteria, recovery times shortened from +10 to +20 dB (re threshold) regardless of the recovery parameter examined (Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}). This suggests that neural excitation may have increased relative to inhibition at higher levels above threshold. Additional studies employing a wider range of stimulus amplitudes are needed to determine if the recovery times of DTNs are tolerant over the same dynamic range (40--50 dB) as the amplitude tolerance of duration tuning (Zhou and Jen, [@B103]; Fremouw et al., [@B21]).

4.3. Spatial mapping of best duration
-------------------------------------

We found no correlation between neuronal BD and the depth of the recording electrode in the population of DTNs tested (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This result agrees with a number of previous studies that found no spatial organization of DTNs in the ICc of the bat (Pinheiro et al., [@B68]; Ehrlich et al., [@B13]; Faure et al., [@B15]; Luo et al., [@B59]). In contrast, other studies have reported a significant positive correlation between BD and BEF (Jen and Wu, [@B41]; Wu and Jen, [@B97], [@B99]), suggesting the possibility that the ICc of the bat contains a spatial map of duration tuning. In the present study, we found a significant negative correlation between BD and BEF (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"})---a relationship in the opposite direction of three previous reports. Given the inconsistency of the result within and across laboratories, we conclude there is no strong evidence to support the hypothesis that a spatial map of duration tuning exists in the IC of the bat.

4.4. Biological significance of recovery times
----------------------------------------------

Recovery cycle times of IC neurons in the cat (Yin, [@B102]; Litovsky and Yin, [@B55],[@B56]), rabbit (Fitzpatrick et al., [@B17], [@B18]) and barn owl (Keller and Takahashi, [@B46]) have been suggested as a potential neural mechanism underlying the precedence effect for humans listening in reverberant environments (for review, see Litovsky et al., [@B53]). The precedence effect is a binaural psychoacoustical phenomenon that describes the sound localization performance of participants listening to pairs of sounds separated by an interval (e.g., pulse and reflected echo). When two sounds have a brief IPI (\<1 ms; Wallach et al., [@B93]), participants detect a single sound located in a position midway between the sources (i.e., summing localization). When two sounds are presented with a longer delay (1--5 ms IPI for single clicks; ≤35--70 ms IPI for other complex sounds; Wallach et al., [@B93]), participants localize the source in the direction of the first sound. Because the first arriving wavefront takes precedence in sound localization, the precedence effect is also known as the law of the first wavefront. Recovery cycle times measured from auditory neurons in the ICc of the bat (Tables [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}--[4](#T4){ref-type="table"}) broadly correlate with the range of IPIs over which the precedence effect occurs in humans. A behavioural correlate of the precedence effect has been studied in cats (3--16 ms; Cranford and Oberholtzer, [@B10]), rats (0.25--16 ms; Kelly, [@B47]), and crickets (4--75 ms; Wyttenbach and Hoy, [@B100]). While it seems reasonable to assume that echolocating bats also experience a precedence effect during acoustic orientation and prey detection, psychoacoustical experiments on two species of gleaning bats suggest they may not (Schuchmann et al., [@B79]).

Our results demonstrate that recovery cycle times of midbrain auditory neurons in the bat, which have been explored mainly in the context of echolocation (for review, see Jen et al., [@B43]), are quite similar to those measured from the IC of other vertebrates (Yin, [@B102]; Fitzpatrick et al., [@B17]; Keller and Takahashi, [@B46]). This suggests that factors governing the recovery cycle times of central auditory neurons are similar in echolocating and non-echolocating species. It also reinforces the utility of bats as an animal model for understanding general principles of mammalian hearing and auditory physiology despite the fact that bats echolocate and are "hearing specialists." The function(s) of DTNs to hearing and echolocation is(are) still unknown; however, the range of neural BDs and the temporal bandwidth of duration tuning are generally matched to the range of vocalization durations in echolocating bats (Sayegh et al., [@B78]). If DTNs play a direct role in echolocation, then one might predict they should exhibit short recovery times so that the same neuron could respond to both loud outgoing vocalizations and later returning echoes. Alternatively, owing to the importance of leading and persistent inhibition in creating temporally selective neural responses, one could also predict that the inhibition evoked by each pulse in a paired tone stimulus would temporally interact and sum, resulting in DTNs exhibiting longer recovery cycle times than non-DTNs. Our results support the latter prediction: bandpass DTNs had significantly longer recovery times than shortpass DTNs and allpass neurons. In contrast, a recent study examining auditory neurons in the IC of the echolocating bat *Pipistrellus abramus* found no significant difference in the recovery times of DTNs and allpass neurons (Wang et al., [@B95]).

If DTNs function in echo ranging, then the recovery cycle time would play an important role in determining the minimum target distance over which a neuron could respond. The recovery time can be viewed as equivalent to the two-way travel time of the bat\'s outgoing sound and returning echo. Assuming a recovery cycle time for a DTN of 36 ms, this would be equivalent to a one-way travel time of 18 ms (speed of sound in air = 344 mm/ms) and would correspond to a target distance of 6.19 m (344 mm/ms\*18 ms). Neurons with shorter (longer) recovery cycles would have shorter (longer) minimum target detection distances because these cells could respond more rapidly (slowly) to successive sound presentations such as pulse-echo pairs. For example, a neuron with a recovery time of 2 ms could fire action potentials in response to both the pulse and echo at a minimum distance of 34.4 cm (344 mm/ms\*1 ms), whereas a neuron with a recovery time of 100 ms could encode a minimum target distance of 17.2 m (344 mm/ms\*50 ms).

In theory, the recovery time of a DTN, in combination with BD, could determine perceptual integration time and cause a cell to be tuned to detect small pulse-echo delays and short target distances. For example, assume a bandpass DTN with a BD of 5 ms is stimulated with pulse and echo biosonar sounds lasting 2 ms each. Although the cell may not spike in response to either the pulse (P1) or the echo (P2) when presented alone, simply because the durations of both signals are shorter than the cell\'s BD, the neuron might respond to the stimulus pair if presented at a short gap of 1 ms representing a target at 17.2 cm (344 mm/ms\*0.5 ms). In this case, the DTN may respond to the pulse-echo pair as a single, unified (i.e., fused) stimulus because the combined 2 ms pulse + 1 ms gap + 2 ms echo duration is close to the neuronal BD (Sayegh et al., [@B78]). By extending this line of reasoning we would predict that neurons with short BDs would be tuned to short target distances, and neurons with longer BDs would be tuned to longer target distances. This is because cells with long BDs may be able to tolerate a wider range of silence between pulse-echo pairs at sub-optimal durations. In support of this novel hypothesis, which is distinct but not mutually exclusive from the idea that DTNs are tuned to the duration of single relevant sounds, we found a weak but positive correlation between stimulus duration and spike count recovery time at +20 dB above threshold (Figure [9B](#F9){ref-type="fig"}), but there was no correlation between stimulus duration and spike latency recovery times. Grinnell ([@B28]) observed an increase in recovery time as the duration of the P1 (but not P2) stimulus increased. Jen et al. ([@B43]) reported that spike count recovery times of DTNs increased with the duration of the pulse-echo stimulus; however, this effect does not hold for equal amplitude stimulus pairs and occurs only in some neurons at specific pulse-echo amplitude differences (Wang et al., [@B96]). In contrast, Pollak et al. ([@B71]) found recovery times of IC auditory neurons increased at short (\<2 ms) stimulus durations. These conflicting reports point to the need for future studies to test the hypothesis that DTNs can respond to pairs of tones presented at sub-optimal durations (i.e., not at BD) and separated by relatively short gaps of silence.

In a small subset of cells we observed a brief facilitation in the spike count ratio of recovery function at short IPIs (Figures [6C,D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). These neurons could be delay-tuned combination-sensitive cells that respond best at short echo delays (O\'Neill and Suga, [@B64]; Portfors and Wenstrup, [@B74]). The range of recovery times that we observed for both DTNs and non-DTNs in the ICc of *E. fuscus* nicely corresponds to the range of pulse-to-pulse intervals (repetition rates) used by foraging bats during the search (50--100 ms), approach (10--50 ms) and terminal feeding buzz (4--7 ms) phases of hunting (Griffin et al., [@B27]). The subset of DTNs with facilitatory responses at short IPIs may be especially well-suited for echolocation at short target distances.

4.5. Recovery cycles and neural inhibition
------------------------------------------

Faure et al. ([@B15]) used paired tone stimulation to measure the onset and duration of the leading and persistent inhibition that creates DTNs in the IC of the bat. In that study, P1 was set to the neuron\'s BD and P2 was set to a longer, non-excitatory duration. In the present study, we used pairs of excitatory tones to measure and compare the recovery cycle times of DTNs with non-DTNs, and found that bandpass DTNs had significantly longer recovery times than non-DTNs using spike count recovery and one measure of spike latency recovery. These results also highlight the importance of neural inhibition to duration tuning. Previous studies have suggested that the strength and time course of GABAergic inhibition can account for some variation in the recovery cycles of DTNs. Blocking GABAergic inhibition with bicucculine shortened recovery times in a majority of IC cells (Lu et al., [@B58]; Zhou and Jen, [@B104]). Presenting stimuli that mimicked pulse-echo pairs at short IPIs also sharpened duration-selectivity (Wu and Jen, [@B97]; Jen and Wu, [@B42]) and frequency-selectivity (Wu and Jen, [@B98],[@B99]); in the latter two examples, the sharpening of the response evoked by the "echo" was thought to have arisen from the recruitment and persistence of inhibition evoked by the "pulse."

During paired tone stimulation, if the inhibition evoked by stimulus P1 encroaches upon the excitation evoked by stimulus P2 then recovery times of cells with persistent inhibition are expected to be longer than in cells with less or no persistent inhibition. We might also expect FSLs (re signal onset) to increase because spikes evoked by P2 could be delayed by persistent inhibition evoked by P1. Meanwhile, neuronal LSLs (re P2) may largely be unaffected. In general, our results support the hypothesis that recovery cycle times are determined, at least in part, by the inhibition evoked by tone P1 that persists and influences the spiking responses evoked by tone P2. We also found that FSLs (re P2) were more likely to deviate by \>1 SD from baseline than LSLs (re P2), a finding that is consistent with the effects of persistent inhibition.

Recovery times measured in IC neurons are on the order of tens of milliseconds and therefore cannot be due to a neuron\'s absolute and/or relative refractory periods caused by post-spiking increases in potassium permeability and inactivation of sodium channels because these effects typically last only a few milliseconds (Hodgkin, [@B34]; Hodgkin and Huxley, [@B35]). Stimulus repetition rate can also affect the measurement of recovery times. In the ICc of the bat, increasing stimulus repetition rate increases the observed FSL and minimum threshold (Jen and Chen, [@B37]), increases directional selectivity (Zhou and Jen, [@B105]), and alters duration selectivity (Jen and Feng, [@B38]; Jen and Wu, [@B40]; Zhou and Jen, [@B106]). In theory, increasing the stimulus repetition rate increases the recovery cycle time of a neuron because persistent inhibition evoked by one stimulus trial influences responses evoked on the subsequent trial. In our study, stimulus repetition rate cannot explain differences in the recovery cycle times between DTNs and non-DTNs because all of the data were collected at the same rate (3 Hz). We believe that differences in the recovery times between DTNs and non-DTNs were caused, in part, by inhibition lasting longer than the duration of the P1 tone that evoked it. This persistent inhibition would sum with the leading inhibition evoked by tone P2, resulting in DTNs exhibiting longer recovery times than a random selection of other types of IC neurons not tuned to stimulus duration. Other factors can also affect neural recovery times, including the length of the axons that provide synaptic input (axonal delay; Smith et al., [@B82]), the time course of temporal facilitation and depression of excitatory and inhibitory synapses (e.g., neurotransmitter depletion; Zucker and Regehr, [@B107]), receptor desensitization (Raman and Trussell, [@B76]; Raman et al., [@B77]), presynaptic modulation of inhibition via intracellular calcium accumulation (Lu and Trussell, [@B57]) and/or GABA~B~ receptors (Ma et al., [@B60]), and intrinsic cellular properties such as subthreshold sound-evoked oscillations (Hechavarra et al., [@B32]). Additional studies are needed to shed light on the mechanisms that shape and govern the recovery cycle times of mammalian central auditory neurons.

5. Summary
==========

1.  Spike counts are traditionally used to measure the recovery cycle times of neurons. Herein we demonstrate that spike latencies may also be used to measure response recovery. In general, recovery times measured with spike counts were positively correlated with recovery times measured with spike latencies, although recovery times measured with a 1 SD change in LSL (re baseline latency) were significantly shorter than recovery times measured with a 50% change in spike count (re baseline count) or with a 1 SD change in FSL (re baseline latency).

2.  Previous studies have shown that neural inhibition is necessary for creating DTNs in the IC of the bat. Because DTNs are known to have inhibition that persists for as long or longer than the duration of the stimulus evoking the inhibition, we predicted that DTNs would have longer recovery times than non-DTNs. Recovery times of bandpass DTNs obtained with spike counts and one measure of FSL recovery were longer than recovery times of shortpass DTNs and non-DTNs.

3.  Increasing the amplitude of the paired tone stimulus from +10 to +20 dB (re threshold) did not shorten recovery times in the population of cells tested, indicating that recovery kinetics of IC neurons in the bat are tolerant to a +10 dB change in stimulus amplitude. When we restricted our analysis to the subset of neurons that provided recovery time values measured with spike counts, FSLs, and LSLs, we found that increasing stimulus amplitude shortened recovery times in the same cells. Additional studies employing a wider range of stimulus levels are needed to fully characterize the effect of stimulus amplitude on the recovery times of IC neurons.

4.  Neurons with short FSLs had shorter recovery times than cells with longer FSLs. Inhibition is an important determinant of the recovery cycle time and FSL of DTNs and non-DTNs. Our results demonstrate that the neural mechanisms controlling FSL and recovery cycle kinetics may be related.
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